
Finish

Get stuck in
mud 

Abandon boat
and miss a turn

Find Buddleia
flower - but

wait for them to
set seed

Miss a turn

Reach
civilisation

 

Find Amaryllis -
dig up some

bulbs

Mission
accomplished!
Your specimens

received by botanic
gardens

Send your
specimens home
Double your plant

points

44

45

Plants die on
journey from

frost 
Lose 2 plant

points 

Plant Hunting  

38

River divides -
follow the rapids

or swamp

Loose your
paddle

Move back 1
space

39 40 41 42 43
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27

Find giant water
lily - collect

roots

36

37

Local tribe lend
you a boat

Move forward 1
space

28

29

Get stuck in a
whirlpool
Miss a turn

303132333435

32

333435

36
Boat capsizes
Lose all your
specimens

Crocodile
attack! 

Go back 3
spaces

Find river valley
to follow

Discover red
cedar tree -

collect cones 

Discover Bird of
Paradise flower -

collect seeds

Catch malaria,
fall ill

Miss a turn

Discover
new species

of algae

Blotting paper
got wet!

Go back 3 spaces
(the way you

came!)

Discover 10 new
types of moss - 
3 plant points!

First player to finish gets
5 bonus plant points



Discover a new
species of fern

- collect
specimensSta

rt

Set sail
Shake a six to

board the boat

1 2

A hillside of
Rhododendron

shrubs!
Collect 2 plant

points

Find stunning
Iris flower -

collect rhizomes
(roots)

Mountain goat
eats all your
plants, roots

cones & seeds

Adventures 

Pirate Attack!
Go back to start

Tail wind
Get blown
forward 2
spaces.

Snake bite!
Slide back to 5

Attacked by
natives

Go back 2
spaces

Waterfall
blocking route

Go back 2
spaces to find a

way around

Fall into pit
trap 

Miss a turn

Discover
Douglas Fir tree
- collect cones

Find path
around

mountains
Leap forward to

22

Head into
jungle looking

for flowers

Find forest
lands to explore

Head up into
mountain range

Many months
of sailing
ahead...

3 4 5 6 7
 

8

9

101112

1314

1516

1718

19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26
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Head out into
grasslands

 Find beautiful
orchids - collect

plants

Get lost in 
storm

Go back 2 spaces

Find Aster
flowers - press
and dry some

flowers

Wardian case
invented

Move forward 5
spaces

Discover tea
plants and send

home


